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AUTOMORPHISMS OF p-LOCAL COMPACT GROUPS
A. GONZA´LEZ, R. LEVI
Abstract. Self equivalences of classifying spaces of p-local compact groups are well understood
by means of the algebraic structure that gives rise to them, but explicit descriptions are lacking.
In this paper we use Robinson’s construction of an amalgam G, realising a given fusion system,
to produce a split epimorphism from the outer automorphism group of G to the group of
homotopy classes of self homotopy equivalences of the classifying space of the corresponding
p-local compact group.
A p-local compact group is an algebraic object which is modelled on the p-local homotopy
theory of classifying spaces of compact Lie groups and p-compact groups. These objects were
constructed by Broto, Levi and Oliver in [BLO2, BLO3], and have been studied in an increas-
ing number of papers since. Many aspects of the theory are still wide open, and among such
aspects, a reasonable notion of maps between p-local compact groups remains quite elusive.
Self equivalences of p-local compact groups are relatively well understood in terms of certain
automorphisms of the underlying Sylow subgroup, but computing these groups of automor-
phisms is generally out of reach. This paper offers a way of regarding such automorphisms as
being induced, in the appropriate sense, by automorphisms of certain discrete groups associated
to that, in the finite case, were introduced by G. Robinson in [R]. The construction will be
generalised here to the compact analog. We will refer to such groups as Robinson groups
Before stating our results, we briefly recall the terminology, with a more detailed discussion in
the next section. A p-local compact group is a triple G = (S,F ,L), where S is a discrete p-toral
group (to be defined later), and F and L are categories whose objects are certain subgroups of
S. The classifying space of G, which we denote by BG is the p-completed nerve |L|∧p . For any
space X , let Out(X) denote the group of homotopy classes of self homotopy equivalences of X .
We are now ready to state our main result.
Theorem A. Let G = (S,F ,L) be a p-local compact group. Then there exist a group G, with
a map µ : BG→ BG, and a a split epimorphism
ω : Out(G)→ Out(BG).
Furthermore, the following statements hold:
(i) If [Ψ] ∈ Out(BG) and [Φ] ∈ ω−1([Ψ]) are represented by Ψ and Φ respectively, then
µ ◦BΦ ≃ Ψ ◦ µ.
(ii) Let Aut(G, 1S) ≤ Aut(G) denote the subgroup of automorphisms which restrict to the
identity on S, and let Out(G, 1S) denote its quotient by the subgroup of inner automor-
phisms induced by conjugation by elements of CG(S). Then Ker(ω) ∼= Out(G, 1S) if p 6= 2,
and for p = 2 there is a short exact sequence,
1→ Ker(ω)→ Out(G, 1S)→ lim←−
1
O(Fc)
Z/Z0 → 1.
1
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The group G in the theorem is a specific instance of the construction given in [LS] of a group
that realises the fusion system F , which in turn is a quotient group of Robinson’s construction
on the same data. We shall discuss these constructions in more detail in Section 2.
In some particular cases the statement Theorem A can be strengthened.
Proposition B. Let G = (S,F ,L) be a p-local compact group, and let G be the model for F in
Theorem A. If T cS (G)
∼= L, then the epimorphism ω : Out(G)→ Out(BG) is an isomorphism.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 1 we review the theory of p-local compact
groups and some related notions, like a topological construction of fusion systems, originally
introduced in [BLO2]. Section 2 contains the construction of the Robinson amalgam realising a
given (saturated) fusion system. In this section we also include a brief discussion about graphs
of groups, with particular emphasis on trees of groups, and some topological consequences
of these constructions. Section 3 contains the proofs of A. Section 4 contains the proof of
Proposition B, together with some specific examples.
The authors would like to thank A. Chermak and G. Robinson for useful conversations.
1. Background on p-local compact groups
In this section we recall the basic concepts of p-local compact group theory, as well as con-
structions and facts to be used throughout the paper. For a detailed discussion of p-local
compact groups the reader is referred to [BLO3].
Definition 1.1. Let Z/p∞ denote the union of all Z/pn under the obvious inclusions. A discrete
p-torus is a group T isomorphic to a finite direct product (Z/p∞)×r. The number r is called
the rank of T . A discrete p-toral group is a group P , which contains a discrete p-torus T as a
normal subgroup of p-power index. The subgroup T is referred to as the maximal torus of P ,
and the rank of P is defined to be the rank of its maximal torus.
The groups we work with in this paper are generally infinite, but contain a unique conjugacy
class of a maximal discrete p-toral subgroups.
Definition 1.2. Let G be any discrete group. We say that a discrete p-toral group S ≤ G is
a Sylow p-subgroup of G if any other discrete p-toral subgroup P ≤ G is conjugate in G to a
subgroup of S.
We now recall the definition of a fusion system over a discrete p-toral group.
Definition 1.3. A fusion system F over a discrete p-toral group S is a category whose objects
are the subgroups of S and whose morphism sets HomF(P, P
′) satisfy the following conditions:
(i) HomS(P, P
′) ⊆ HomF(P, P
′) ⊆ Inj(P, P ′) for all P, P ′ ≤ S.
(ii) Every morphism in F factors as an isomorphism in F followed by an inclusion.
Given a fusion system F over a discrete p-toral group S, we will often refer to S0 also as the
maximal torus of F , and the rank of F will always mean the rank of S. Two subgroups P, P ′
are called F-conjugate if IsoF(P, P
′) 6= ∅. For a subgroup P ≤ S, we denote
PF = {P ′ ≤ S|P ′ is F -conjugate to P}.
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Define the order of a discrete p-toral group P to be the pair |P |
def
= (rk(P ), |P/P0|), as in
[BLO3]. Thus, given two discrete p-toral groups P and Q we say that |P | ≤ |Q| if either
rk(P ) < rk(Q), or rk(P ) = rk(Q) and |P/P0| ≤ |Q/Q0|.
Definition 1.4. Let F be a fusion system over a discrete p-toral group S. A subgroup P ≤ S
is said to be
• fully F-centralised , if |CS(P
′)| ≤ |CS(P )|, for all P
′ ∈ PF .
• fully F-normalised , if |NS(P
′)| ≤ |NS(P )| for all P
′ ∈ PF .
Definition 1.5. A fusion system F over S is said to be saturated if the following three conditions
hold:
(I) For each P ≤ S which is fully F -normalised, P is fully F -centralised, OutF(P ) is finite
and OutS(P ) ∈ Sylp(OutF(P )).
(II) If P ≤ S and f ∈ HomF (P, S) is such that P
′ = f(P ) is fully F -centralised, then there
exists f˜ ∈ HomF(Nf , S) such that f = f˜|P , where
Nf = {g ∈ NS(P )|f ◦ cg ◦ f
−1 ∈ AutS(P
′)}.
(III) If P1 ≤ P2 ≤ P3 ≤ . . . is an increasing sequence of subgroups of S, with P = ∪
∞
n=1Pn,
and if f ∈ Hom(P, S) is any homomorphism such that f|Pn ∈ HomF(Pn, S) for all n, then
f ∈ HomF (P, S).
Notice that for a fusion system F over S and any subgroups P,Q ≤ S, the group Inn(Q) is
contained in AutF(Q) and acts on HomF(P,Q) by left composition. Let
RepF(P,Q)
def
= Inn(Q)\HomF(P,Q) and OutF(Q)
def
= Inn(Q)\AutF(Q).
By definition if F is a saturated fusion system over S, then for all P ≤ S, AutF(P ) is an
artinian, locally finite group and has a Sylow p-subgroups of finite index.
Definition 1.6. If G is a group and H ≤ G, we say that H is centric in G, or G-centric, if
CG(H) = Z(H). Let F be a fusion system over a discrete p-toral group. A subgroup P ≤ S is
said to be F-centric if every P ′ ∈ PF is centric in S. A subgroup P ≤ S is called F-radical if
OutF(P ) contains no nontrivial normal p-subgroup.
Clearly, F -centric subgroups are fully F -centralised, and conversely, if P is fully F -centralised
and centric in S, then it is F -centric. Next we recall the definition of transporter system, as
introduced in [BLO6]. The concept of centric linking system is a particular case, specified at
the end of the following definition. For a group G and a collection H of subgroups of G, the
transporter category of G with respect to H is the category TH(G) whose objects are the set
H, and whose morphism sets are MorTH(G)(P,Q) = NG(P,Q), the collection of all elements of
G which conjugates P into Q.
Definition 1.7. Let F be a fusion system over a finite p-group S. A transporter system
associated to F is a category T such that Ob(T ) ⊆ Ob(F), together with a couple of functors
TOb(T )(S)
ε
−→ T
ρ
−→ F ,
satisfying the following axioms:
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(A1) Ob(T ) is closed under F -conjugacy and overgroups. Also, ε is the identity on objects
and ρ is inclusion on objects.
(A2) For each P ∈ Ob(T ), let
E(P ) = Ker(AutT (P )→ AutF(P )).
Then, for each P, P ′ ∈ Ob(T ), E(P ) acts freely on MorT (P, P
′) by right composition,
and ρP,P ′ is the orbit map for this action. Also, E(P
′) acts freely on MorT (P, P
′) by
left composition.
(B) For each P, P ′ ∈ Ob(T ), εP,P ′ : NS(P, P
′)→ MorT (P, P
′) is injective, and the composite
ρP,P ′ ◦ εP,P ′ sends g ∈ NS(P, P
′) to cg ∈ HomF(P, P
′).
(C) For all ϕ ∈ MorT (P, P
′) and all g ∈ P , the following diagram commutes in T :
P
ϕ
//
εP,P (g)

P ′
εP ′,P ′(ρ(ϕ)(g))

P
ϕ
// P ′
(I) εS,S(S) ∈ Sylp(AutT (S)).
(II) Let ϕ ∈ IsoT (P, P
′), and P E R ≤ S, P ′ E R′ ≤ S such that
ϕ ◦ εP,P (R) ◦ ϕ
−1 ≤ εP ′,P ′(R
′).
Then, there is some ϕ˜ ∈ MorT (R,R
′) such that ϕ˜ ◦ εP,R(1) = εP ′,R′(1) ◦ ϕ, that is, the
following diagram is commutative in T :
P
ϕ
//
εP,R(1)

P ′
εP ′,R′(1)

R
ε˜
// R′
(III) Assume P1 ≤ P2 ≤ . . . in Ob(T ) and ϕn ∈ MorT (Pn, S) are such that, for all n ≥ 1,
ϕn = ϕn+1 ◦ εPn,Pn+1(1). Set P =
⋃∞
n=1 Pn. Then there is ϕ ∈ MorT (P, S) such that
ϕn = ϕ ◦ εPn,P (1) for all n ≥ 1.
Given a transporter system T , the classifying space of T is the space BT
def
= |T |∧p .
A centric linking system is a transporter system L whose object set is the collection of all
F -centric subgroups, and such that E(P ) = ε(Z(P )) for all P ∈ Ob(L).
A p-local compact group is a triple G = (S,F ,L), where S is a discrete p-toral group, F is
a saturated fusion system over S, and L is a centric linking system associated to F . Given a
p-local compact group G, the subgroup S0 ≤ S will be called the maximal torus of G, and the
rank of G is defined to be rk(S).
We will, in general, denote a p-local compact group just by G, and unless otherwise specified,
will refer to S, F and L as its Sylow subgroup, fusion system and linking system respectively.
The following result about existence and uniqueness of centric linking systems is due to Levi
and Libman, see [LL, Theorem B].
Corollary 1.8. Let F be a saturated fusion system over a discrete p-toral group S. Then, up
to isomorphism there exists a unique centric linking system associated to F .
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Next we revise the very useful “bullet construction”. For a full account the reader is referred
to [BLO3, Sec. 3].
Proposition 1.9. Let G be a p-local compact group. Then, there are functors ( )•F : F → F
and ( )•L : L → L, satisfying the following properties:
(a) ( )•F ◦ ρ = ρ ◦ ( )
•
L.
(b) For each P ≤ S, P ≤ P •
def
= (P )•F , and if P ∈ L, then P
• = (P )•L.
(c) Let F• be the full subcategory of F , with object set {P • | P ∈ Ob(F)}. Then F• contains
finitely many S-conjugacy classes of subgroups, and contains all the F-centric, F-radical
subgroups of S.
(d) If P is F-centric then Z(P •) = Z(P ).
Furthermore, if we set L• ⊆ L for the full subcategory with objects in Ob(F•) ∩ Ob(L), then
the inclusion is right adjoint to ( )• : L → L•, and hence |L•| ≃ |L|.
1.1. Automorphisms of p-local compact groups. The space of self equivalences of BG, for
a p-local compact group G, can be described completely in terms of certain self equivalences of
the associated centric linking system, as shown in [BLO3, Section 7]. We summarise here the
necessary definitions and results.
Definition 1.10. Let G be a p-local compact group. Let H be a collection of objects in L, and
let LH denote the full subcategory with objects in H. Let ε : TH(S) → LH be the restriction
of the structure functor, as in Definition 1.7, to LH. A functor Ψ : LH → LH is said to be an
isotypical equivalence of LH if Ψ is an equivalence of categories which restricts to an equivalence
on TH(S).
Let Auttyp(LH) denote the groupoid whose objects are all isotypical self equivalences of LH,
and whose morphisms are natural isomorphisms between them. Let Outtyp(LH) denote the
group of components of Auttyp(LH), namely the group obtained by identifying two isotypical
equivalences if they are naturally isomorphic.
We will sometimes refer to isotypical self equivalence of L simply as automorphisms of G.
Definition 1.11. Let G = (S,F ,L) be a p-local compact group. For each P,Q ∈ L such that
P ≤ Q, set ιP,Q = δP,Q(1) ∈ MorL(P,Q), and let I = IL
def
= {ιP,Q | P,Q ∈ L , P ≤ Q}. Finally,
let AutItyp(L) ⊆ Auttyp(L) be the submonoid of isotypical equivalences which leave I invariant.
Lemma 1.12. Let G = (S,F ,L) be a p-local compact group. Then,
(a) Every element in AutItyp(L) is invertible. Hence, Aut
I
typ(L) is a group.
(b) Every Ψ ∈ Auttyp(L) is naturally isomorphic to some Ψ
′ ∈ AutItyp(L).
(c) The group Outtyp(L) is isomorphic to the quotient of Aut
I
typ(L) by the obvious conjugation
action of AutL(S).
Proof. This is proved in [AOV, Lemma 1.14]. 
Proposition 1.13. Let G = (S,F ,L) be a p-local compact group. Let also Ψ be an isotypical
equivalence of the full subcategory L• ⊆ L that respects inclusions (i.e., Ψ(ιP,Q) = ιΨ(P ),Ψ(Q) for
all P,Q ∈ Ob(L•)). Then there exists a unique Ψ˜ ∈ AutItyp(L) extending Ψ.
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Proof. This is proved in [JLL, Proposition 1.14]. 
An important consequence of p-local group theory is that for any p-local compact group G, the
topological monoid Aut(BG) of self homotopy equivalences of BG is determined by isotypical
equivalences of L.
Theorem 1.14 ([BLO3, Theorem 7.1]). Let G = (S,F ,L) be a p-local compact group. For
each i ≥ 1, let pii(BZ
∧
p ) : O
c(F)op → Ab be the functor that sends P to pii(BZ(P )
∧
p ). Then
Out(BG)
def
= pi0(Aut(BG)) ∼= Outtyp(L).
Furthermore,
pii(Aut(BG)) ∼= lim
Oc(F)
pii(BZ
∧
p )
for i = 1, 2, and pii(Aut(BG)) = 0 for i ≥ 3.
1.2. Constructing fusion systems. We next recall two constructions through which one can
obtain a fusion system over a given discrete p-toral group.
For any group G and P,Q ≤ G, let NG(P,Q) = {g ∈ G | gPg
−1 ≤ Q}. The sets NG(P,Q)
are called transporter sets. Let S be a discrete p-toral group, and let G be a group containing
S. The transporter category TS(G) of G over S is a category whose objects are the subgroups
P ≤ S, and whose morphism sets are the transporter sets
(1) MorTS(G)(P,Q)
def
= NG(P,Q)
for all P,Q ≤ S. Composition in TS(G) is given by multiplication.
The same setup gives rise to a fusion system over S. Given a group G and a discrete p-toral
subgroup S ≤ G, let FS(G) denote the category whose objects are the subgroups of S, and
where morphism sets are defined for all P,Q ≤ S by
(2) HomFS(G)(P,Q)
def
= NG(P,Q)/CG(P ).
Clearly FS(G) is a quotient category of TS(G). The category FS(G) is always a fusion system,
but it is not always saturated.
If G is a finite group and S ∈ Sylp(G), the category F = FS(G) is always a saturated
fusion system over S. The F -centric subgroups are those subgroups P ≤ S, such that
Z(P ) ∈ Sylp(CG(P )). The associated centric linking system L = L
c
S(G) is the category whose
objects are the F -centric subgroups P ≤ S, and whose morphisms are given by MorL(P,Q) =
NG(P,Q)/C
′
G(P ), where C
′
G(P ) is the normal complement of Z(P ) in CG(P ) (see [BLO2]).
The second construction we review here is of topological nature (originally introduced in
[BLO1]). Let X be any space, let S be a discrete p-toral group, and let γ : BS → X be a map.
Define FS(γ) to be the fusion system over S, with morphism sets
(3) HomFS(γ)(P,Q)
def
= {f ∈ Inj(P,Q) | γ|BP ≃ γ|BQ ◦Bf}
for all P,Q ≤ S. If G = (S,F ,L) is a p-local finite group, and γ : BS → BG is the obvious
inclusion of Sylow subgroup, then FS(γ) ∼= F , [BLO2, Proposition 7.3(a)].
Let LS(γ) denote the category whose objects are again the subgroups of S, and for all
P,Q ≤ S, let MorLS(γ)(P,Q) be the set of all pairs (f, [H ]), such that f ∈ HomFS(γ)(P,Q) and
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[H ] is the path homotopy class of a homotopy H from γ|BP to γ|BQ ◦Bf in Map(BP,X). There
is an obvious way to define composition, given explicitly in [BLO1, Definition 2.5].
For a fixed map γ : BS → X , the two constructions are related by an obvious projection
functor, ρ : LS(γ)→ FS(γ), which is the identity on objects, and sends a morphism (f, [H ]) to
f . These constructions are functorial: given a map ω : X → Y , there are induced functors
(4) ωF : FS(γ)→ FS(ω ◦ γ), and ωL : LS(γ)→ LS(ω ◦ γ),
and ωF ◦ ρ = ρ ◦ ωL.
Definition 1.15. Let G = (S,F ,L) be a p-local compact group. Then, the reduced linking
system of G is the quotient category L̂ defined by Ob(L̂) = Ob(L) and by
MorL̂(P,Q) = MorL(P,Q)/(Z(P )0)
for each pair P,Q ∈ Ob(L̂).
Notice that if G is a p-local finite group, then L̂ = L, since the maximal torus of S is trivial.
By definition, a centric linking system determines a reduced linking system, but the converse
is also true.
Proposition 1.16 (Proposition 6.4 [BLO]). Let F be a fusion system over the discrete p-toral
group S. Then any reduced linking system L̂ associated to F lifts to a centric linking system L
associated to F which is unique up to isomorphism.
For γ : BS → X , let LcS(γ) denote the full subcategory of LS(γ) whose objects are the
FS(γ)-centric subgroups of S.
Proposition 1.17. Let G be a p-local compact group, and let γ : BS → BG be the natural
inclusion. Then, FS(γ) ∼= F and L
c
S(γ) = L̂.
Proof. First we show that FS(γ) = F . By [BLO3, Theorem 6.3 (a)],
[BQ,BG] ∼= Rep(Q,L)
def
= Hom(Q, S)/ ∼,
where ∼ is the equivalence relation ρ ∼ ρ′ if there is some α ∈ HomF (ρ(Q), ρ
′(Q)) such that
ρ′ = α ◦ ρ. and hence
MorFS(γ)(P,Q)
def
= {f ∈ Inj(P,Q) | γ|BP ≃ γ|BQ ◦Bf} =
= {f ∈ Inj(P,Q) | ∃ω ∈ HomF(P,Q), ω ◦ ιP = ιQ ◦ f} = HomF(P,Q),
where ιP and ιQ are the respective inclusions into S, and the last equality holds because ιQ is
a monomorphism. Hence FS(γ) ∼= F . In particular, a subgroup P ≤ S is FS(γ)-centric if and
only if it is F -centric, and Ob(LcS(γ)) = Ob(L̂).
Let εL : L → L
c
S(γ) be the functor which is identity on objects and which sends a morphism
ϕ : P → Q to the pair (pi(ϕ), [|ηϕ|]), where ηϕ is the natural transformation from the inclusion
BP → L to the composite B(P )
ϕ
−→ B(Q)→ L. Here for any group G, B(G) is the one object
category with G as an automorphism group of this object. For each pair P,Q ∈ Ob(L) there
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is a commutative diagram
MorL(P,Q)
εL
//
pi

MorLc
S
(γ)(P,Q)
pi

HomF(P,Q) ∼=
// HomFS(γ)(P,Q),
where pi on the right column sends (f, [H ]) to f . Since P is F -centric,
pi1(Map(BP,BG)γ|BP )
∼= Z(P )/Z(P )0
by [BLO3, Theorem 6.3 (b)], and hence
pi : MorLc
S
(γ)(P,Q)→ HomFS(γ)(P,Q)
is the orbit map of a free action of Z(P )/Z(P )0 on the source. Since εL is Z(P )-equivariant, it
follows that MorLc
S
(γ)(P,Q) ∼= MorL(P,Q)/Z(P )0 = MorL̂(P,Q). 
When G is a discrete group and S ≤ G is a discrete p-toral subgroup, then the algebraic and
topological constructions are strongly related, as the following proposition states.
Proposition 1.18 ([LS, Prop. 2.1]). Let G be a discrete group, and let S ≤ G be a discrete
p-toral subgroup. Let ι : S → G denote the inclusion, and let γ
def
= Bι. Then FS(γ) ∼= FS(G)
and LS(γ) = TS(G).
1.3. Constrained p-local compact groups. We now consider constrained p-local compact
groups. This generalises the same concept for p-local finite groups as defined in [BCGLO1].
Given a saturated fusion system F over a discrete p-toral group S, and a fully F -normalised
subgroup P ≤ S, the normaliser fusion systems NF (P ) is defined as the fusion subsystem over
NS(P ) generated by morphisms in F that restrict to automorphisms of P . It is shown to be
saturated in [BLO6, Definition 2.1, Theorem 2.3].
Definition 1.19. Let F be a saturated fusion system over a discrete p-toral group S, and let
P ≤ S be a subgroup. We say that P is normal in F if NF(P ) = F .
Definition 1.20. Let F be a saturated fusion system over a discrete p-toral group S. Then
F is said to be constrained if it contains an object P which is F -centric and normal in F . A
model for the fusion system F is a group G that is locally finite, artinian, p′-reduced, and such
that F ∼= FS(G) for some choice of Sylow p-subgroup S ≤ G.
The following proposition is a generalisation of [BCGLO1, Proposition 4.3] to fusion systems
over discrete p-toral groups. The proof was given by the first author in [Gon0, §2], and also
appears in [LL, Proposition 1.18].
Proposition 1.21. Let G = (S,F ,L) be a p-local compact group, and suppose that F is con-
strained. Then, F has a unique (up to isomorphism) model G that is p′-reduced group (that is,
G has no proper normal subgroup of order prime to p). Furthermore, the following holds.
(i) L ∼= LS(G) (for any choice of a Sylow p-subgroup S ≤ G).
(ii) G ∼= AutL(Q) for each Q ≤ S which is F-centric and normal in F .
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1.4. Unstable Adams operations. We end this section with a brief discussion of unstable
Adams operations on p-local compact groups. Let ζ be a p-adic unit, and let G = (S,F ,L) be
a p-local compact group. An unstable Adams operation of degree ζ on G is a pair (ψ,Ψ), where
ψ is a fusion preserving automorphism on S, that restricts to the ζ power map on the maximal
torus S0, and induces the identity on the quotient S/S0. Such an automorphism induces a self
equivalence of F , which may also be denoted by ψ, and the Ψ is an isotypical self equivalence
of L that covers ψ in the sense that ψρ = ρψ. For a fixed p-local compact group G and a p-adic
unit of the form ζ = 1 + akp
k + · · · , where k is sufficiently large, it was shown in [JLL] that
there exists an unstable Adams operation of degree ζ on G.
2. The Robinson Amalgam for Fusion systems over discrete p-toral groups
In this section we present a slight generalisation of the Robinson amalgam [R], realising
a given saturated fusion system. Although our main theorem also holds with respect to the
original Robinson amalgam, a certain modification given in [LS] behaves better with respect to
a variety of example. Most of the discussion here is based on part of the first author’s thesis
[Gon0, Section 2] and on [Gon3].
For our aims it is useful to present these amalgams as colimits of trees of groups (in the sense
of Serre [S]). A (finite) tree T with vertices and edges T0 and T1 respectively, may be regarded
as a category whose object set is the disjoint union T0 ⊔ T1, and where for each edge object
e ∈ T1 one has a unique morphism from e to each of its two vertex objects. We shall denote the
category associated to a tree T by the same symbol. A tree of groups is a pair (T,G), where T
is a tree, G : T → Gr is a functor, and Gr denotes the category of groups. The corresponding
amalgam is given by GT = colimTG. The following lemma is elementary.
Lemma 2.1. Let (T,G) be a tree of groups, and let B : Gr → Cat be a functor which associates
with a group pi the one object category with pi as its group of automorphisms (Thus the geomet-
ric realisation |B(−)| is the classifying space functor). Then there is a homotopy equivalence
hocolimT |BG| ≃ BGT.
Proof. This is a particular case of [F, Corollary 5.4]. 
Definition 2.2. Let F be a saturated fusion system over a discrete p-toral group S. A fusion
controlling family for F is a finite set
P = {P0 = S, P1, . . . , Pk}
of fully F -normalised subgroups, which contains at least one representative for each F -conjugacy
class of F -centric F -radical subgroups. We say that a fusion controlling family P is complete
if it consist of exactly one representative for each NF(S)-conjugacy class of F -centric F -radical
subgroups.
Notice that fusion controlling families exist by Proposition 1.9(c). Also, since NF(S) is a
fusion subsystem of F , every F -centric F -radical subgroup of S is also NF(S)-centric and
NF(S)-radical. Since there are only finitely many NF (S)-conjugacy classes of subgroups of S
which are NF(S)-radical, complete fusion controlling families for F are finite sets.
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Definition 2.3. Let G = (S,F ,L) be a p-local compact group. A Robinson setup for G consists
of a fusion controlling family P = {P0 = S, P1, . . . , Pk} and for each P ∈ P a pair of groups
(LP , NP ) such that:
(i) NS = 1,
(ii) LP = AutL(P ), for all P ∈ P, and
(iii) for S 6= P ∈ P, NP ≤ LP , NP ≤ LS , and NS(P ) ≤ NP .
For each S 6= P ∈ P we let
LS
kP←−−− NP
jP−−−→ LP
denote the inclusions.
Next we associate an amalgam with a given Robinson setup.
Definition 2.4. Let G = (S,F ,L) be a p-local compact group, and let (P; {(LP , NP )}P∈P) be
an associated Robinson setup. The Robinson tree of groups corresponding to the given setup
is defined as the pair (T,G) where
• T is the tree with one vertex vP for each object P ∈ P, and one edge eP linking the
vertex vS with vP for each S 6= P ∈ P, considered as a category, with Ob(T) = T
0⊔T1,
and for each P ∈ P, two morphisms eP
ιP−→ vS and eP
νP−−→ vP .
• G : T → Gr is the functor defined on objects by
G(vP )
def
= LP , and G(eP )
def
= NP ,
for each P ∈ P, and on morphisms by
G(ιP )
def
= kP : NP → LS, and G(νP )
def
= jP : NP → LP .
The Robinson amalgam associated to the given setup is the group
G
def
= GT = colim
T
(G)
The group G in Definition 2.4 is clearly isomorphic to the iterated amalgam,
(5) G′
def
= (· · · ((LS ∗N1 L1) ∗N2 L2) ∗N3 · · ·Lk−1) ∗Nk Lk,
where Li and Ni run over pairs (LP , NP ) for all S 6= P ∈ P.
The following statement is a slight generalisation of [R, Theorem 1]. The proof, which we
leave for the reader, is a minor modifications of Robinson’s original proof, and finiteness of the
groups involved is not required.
Proposition 2.5. Let H and K be (discrete) groups with Sylow p-subgroups S ∈ Sylp(H)
and P ∈ Sylp(K). Let N ≤ K be a subgroup such that P ≤ N , and let α : N → H be a
monomorphism such that α(P ) ≤ S. Set G = H ∗N K, where we identify N with its image
through α and as a subgroup of K. Then S ∈ Sylp(G), and FS(G) is generated by the subsystems
FS(H) and FP (K).
Proposition 2.5 will now be used to prove a slightly restricted generalisation of Robinson’s
theorem.
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Proposition 2.6. Let G = (S,F ,L) be a p-local compact group, and let (P; {(LP , NP )}P∈P)
be an associated Robinson setup. Let G denote the corresponding Robinson amalgam. Then
S ∈ Sylp(G), and FS(G)
∼= F .
Proof. Fix an isomorphism of G with an iterated amalgam G′ as in (5), and use Proposition 2.5
for an inductive argument. Fix an ordering {S = P0, P1, . . . , Pk} on P, and denote LPi = Li
and NPi = Ni. For each 0 ≤ i ≤ k, Li is a model for the fusion system NF(Pi), and in particular
NS(Pi) ∈ Sylp(Li) and FNS(Pi)(Li)
∼= NF(Pi). Inductively define groups G
′
i by setting G
′
0 = L0,
G′i+1 = G
′
i ∗Ni Li, for i = 0, . . . , k − 1, and G
′ = G′k. Then, by repeatedly applying Proposition
2.5, it follows that S ∈ Sylp(G
′), and F = FS(G
′), as claimed. 
The original Robinson amalgam for a given p-local compact groups and a choice of a fusion
controlling family P is based on the choice of the groups NP to be NS(P ). In particular NS(P )
is a Sylow p-subgroup in LP for all P ∈ P, since P is assumed fully normalised. The version of
the amalgam introduced by Libman and Seeliger in [LS] replaces NS(P ) by
AutL(S, P )
def
= {ϕ ∈ AutL(S) | ϕ|P ∈ AutL(P )}.
In [LS] AutL(S, P ) is denoted AutL(P < S). We refer to this type of setup as a Libman-Seeliger
setup.
We now relate the classifying space of a Robinson amalgam to the p-local compact group
from which it originates.
Proposition 2.7. Let G = (S,F ,L) be a p-local compact group, let (P, {(LP , NP )}P∈P) be
an associated Robinson setup, and let G denote the resulting Robinson amalgam. Let (T,G)
denote the associated Robinson graph of groups, and let BG : T → Cat denote the functor
which associates to each object x ∈ T the category B(G(x)), and to each morphism the induced
functor. Then the following holds.
(i) There is a canonical map
µ : hocolim
T
|BG| → BG,
such that the triangle
(6) BS
γ
uu❦❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦
❦❦❦
δ
''❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖
hocolimT |BG|
µ
// BG
commutes strictly, where γ and δ denote the canonical inclusions.
(ii) Let L̂ denote the reduced linking system associated to L (Definition1.15). Then µ induces
a functor φ : T cS (G) → L̂ which is the identity on objects, an epimorphism on morphism
sets, and makes the following diagram commute:
TFc(S)
δ
//
δ

L̂
ρ

T cS (G) ρ
//
φ
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
F c
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where TFc(S) ⊆ TS(S) is the full subcategory whose objects are the F-centric subgroups of
S.
Proof. Consider the Grothendieck construction Gr(T,BG) for the functor BG on T [Th]. The
nerve of Gr(T,BG) is isomorphic (as a simplicial set) to the homotopy colimit of |BG| over T.
We will construct a functor Φ: Gr(T,BG)→ L.
Since for every object x ∈ T, the object set of the category BG(x) is a singleton, the objects
of Gr(T,BG) are in 1–1 correspondence with those of T, and so we use the same notation
vS, eQ and vQ to denote them. Automorphism groups in Gr(T,BG) are given by Aut(vS) = LS,
and for each Q ∈ P, Aut(vQ) = LQ and Aut(eQ) = NQ, while Mor(eQ, vS) = {ιQ} × LS, and
Mor(eQ, vQ) = {νP} × LQ.
The tree T, considered as a category, is a union of subcategories TQ, one for each S 6= Q ∈ P,
which take the form
vS
ιQ
←−− eQ
νQ
−−→ vQ.
The corresponding description can be given to Gr(T,BG), namely it is a union of full subcat-
egories, one for each S 6= Q ∈ P, on the objects vS, vQ and eQ, and the appropriate morphism
sets. Denote the subcategory corresponding to Q by GrQ. It thus suffices to prove that for
each S 6= Q ∈ P, there is a functor ΦQ : GrQ → L, such that for any Q
′, Q′′ ∈ P, ΦQ′, and ΦQ′′
coincide on the full subcategory of their domain on the object vS.
Define ΦQ : GrQ → L to be the functor which takes vQ and eQ to the object Q ∈ L, and takes
vS to S ∈ L. The automorphism groups Aut(vQ), Aut(eQ) and Aut(vS) are mapped by ΦQ
to AutL(Q), NQ ≤ AutL(Q), and AutL(S) respectively. Any morphism (νQ, ϕ) ∈ Mor(eQ, vQ)
is taken by ΦQ to ϕ ∈ LQ = AutL(Q). Similarly, for a morphism (ιQ, ψ) ∈ Mor(eQ, vS),
ΦQ(ψ) = ψ ◦ ιQ,S.
It is easy to verify that ΦQ thus defined is a functor that commutes with the obvious inclusions
B(S) → GrQ and B(S) → L. Define Φ: Gr(T,BG) → L by joining the functors ΦQ in the
obvious way, and let µ denote the map induced on nerves upon completion of the target.
Commutativity of the triangle in Diagram (6) follows by construction. By Proposition 1.17,
LcS(δ)
∼= L̂, and by Lemma 2.1, and 1.18, LcS(γ)
∼= T cS (G). The last statement follows from
naturality of the construction LcS(−). 
The proof of Proposition 2.7 offers another useful observation.
Corollary 2.8. In the setup of Proposition 2.7, the map µ factors through the transporter
system T HS (G), where H is a family of subgroups of S, closed under F-conjugacy, which contains
P.
Proof. The construction of a functor Φ̂ : Gr(T,BG) → T HS (G) follows exactly the same argu-
ment as in Proposition 2.7, and we let µ̂ denote the map induced on nerves. Commutativity of
the relevant triangle follows at once. 
Notice that, when G = (S,F ,L) is a p-local finite group, the reduced linking system L̂ equals
the linking system L, and Proposition 2.7 implies the existence of a functor Φ: T cS (G) → L.
This is not the case in general for p-local compact groups, and we have to produce the functor
Φ by other means.
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The construction of Φ in the general case uses the finite approximations of p-local finite
groups from [Gon3]. In order to facilitate the reading, we recall here some of the definitions
and results from [Gon3] that will be used here.
Let G = (S,F ,L) be a p-local compact groups, and let L˜ be the category with object set of
Ob(L˜) = {P ≤ S |P • ∈ Ob(L)}. The morphism sets in L˜ are
(7) MorL˜(P,Q) = {ϕ ∈ MorL(P
•, Q•) | ρ(ϕ)|P ∈ HomF(P,Q)}.
By [Gon3, Proposition 1.11], L˜ is a transporter system which contains L as a full subcategory,
and |L| ≃ |L˜|. Furthermore, the functor (−)• : L → L• extends to a functor (−)• : L˜ → L•.
Let (ψ,Ψ) be a fixed unstable Adams operation on G of degree ζ for some p-adic unit
ζ = 1 + anp
n + an+1p
n+1 + · · · , n ≥ 1.
For a sufficiently large n such operations exist by [JLL]. For each i ≥ 0 let
(ψi,Ψi)
def
= (ψp
i
,Ψp
i
).
Thus, for each i, (ψi,Ψi) is an unstable Adams operation on G of degree ζ
pi. By [Gon3,
Proposition 1.14], Ψ, and hence Ψi for all i, extend uniquely to equivalences of L˜, which we
denote Ψi by abuse of notation.
For each i ≥ 0, let Si ≤ S to be the subgroup of fixed points in S under the automorphism
ψi, and note that S =
⋃
i≥0 Si. Let Li ⊆ L˜ be the subcategory with object set
Ob(Li) = {H ≤ Si |H ∈ Ob(L˜)},
and with morphism sets
(8) MorLi(H,K) = {ϕ ∈ MorL˜(H,K) |Ψi(ϕ) = ϕ}.
Finally, let Fi be the fusion system on Si given by the image in F of the structure functor
ρ : L˜ → F restricted to Li. Notice that there are inclusions
Li ⊆ Li+1 ⊆ L˜ and Fi ⊆ Fi+1 ⊆ F .
We recall some of the main properties of the triples (Si,Fi,Li) from [Gon3] in the following.
Proposition 2.9. Let G = (S,F ,L) be a p-local compact group. Then there exists some N ∈ N,
such that for any p-adic unit ζ that satisfies pN |ζ−1, there exists an unstable Adams operation
(ψ,Ψ) of degree of degree ζ. Furthermore, if we let (ψi,Ψi) be the p
i-th powers of (ψ,Ψ), and
(Si,Fi,Li) be the corresponding fixed point triples, then the following statements hold.
(i) For all i ≥ 0, the category Fi is a saturated fusion system over Si and Li is a quasicentric
linking system associated to Fi
(ii) For each P,Q ∈ Ob(L˜) and each ϕ ∈ MorL˜(P,Q), there exists some M ∈ N such that, for
all i ≥ M , P ∩ Si, Q ∩ Si ∈ Ob(Li) and ϕ|P∩Si ∈ MorLi(P ∩ Si, Q ∩ Si),
(iii) There is a homotopy equivalence BG ≃ (hocolim |Li|)
∧
p ,
Proof. The first statement of the proposition follows from the main theorem of [JLL]. Parts (i)
and (ii) follow from [Gon3, Theorem 2.13] and its proof, by taking the p-adic valuation of ζ − 1
to be sufficiently large. Part (iii) is [Gon3, Lemma 2.3]. 
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Lemma 2.10. For each i ≥ 0, let
Hi = {H ≤ Si |H
• ∩ Si = H},
and let LHi ⊆ Li be the full subcategory with object set Hi. Let L
•
i ⊆ L
• be the image of LHi
through the functor (−)• : L˜ → L•. The following properties hold.
(i) The functor (−)• induces an isomorphism LHi
∼= L•i , whose inverse on objects is given
by taking intersection with Si, and on morphisms by restricting to the corresponding sub-
groups.
(ii) The inclusion LHi ⊆ Li induces an equivalence |LHi| ≃ |Li|.
(iii) For all i ≥ 0 there are inclusions L•i ⊆ L
•
i+1, and L
• = ∪i≥0L
•
i .
Proof. The restriction of the functor (−)• to LHi is clearly injective on objects, and hence
induces a bijection between the object sets of LHi and L
•
i . Since the morphisms in LHi are
the same as the morphisms between the corresponding objects in Li, the functor (−)
• is also a
bijection on morphism sets. The description of the inverse follows easily. This proves Part (i).
By [Gon3, Proposition 2.11], the collectionHi contains all the Fi-centric Fi-radical subgroups
of Si, and Part (ii) follows by [BCGLO1, Theorem B].
It remains to prove Part (iii). For any object H ∈ Hi, one has
H = H• ∩ Si ≤ H
• ∩ Si+1 ≤ H
•,
where the equality follows by definition of Hi. By [BLO3, Lemma 3.2(b)], (H
• ∩ Si+1)
• = H•.
In particular, it follows that H• ∩ Si+1 ∈ Ob(LHi+1), and so Ob(L
•
i ) ⊆ Ob(L
•
i+1).
Let ϕ ∈ MorLHi (H,K). Then ϕ is the restriction of ϕ
• ∈ MorL•i (H
•, K•) to H in the sense
that
(9) ε(1) ◦ ϕ = ϕ• ◦ ε(1).
By definition of Li, Ψi(ϕ) = ϕ, and Ψi(ε(1)) = ε(1) since Ψi is isotypical. Also for any subgroup
P ≤ S such that Ψi(P ) = P , one has Ψi(P
•) = P •, since P • = P · I, where I ≤ T (see [BLO3,
Definition 3.1]). Hence, applying Ψi to Equation (9), we get
ϕ• ◦ ε(1) = ε(1) ◦ ϕ = Ψi(ϕ
•) ◦ ε(1).
Since L˜ is a transporter system, morphisms in L˜ are epimorphisms in the categorical sense by
[BLO6, Proposition A.2 (d)], and this implies that Ψi(ϕ
•) = ϕ•. Next, if g ∈ H• ∩ Si+1, then
ϕ• ◦ ĝ ◦ (ϕ•)−1 = ̂ρ(ϕ•)(g),
by Axion (C), and ρ(ϕ•)(g) ∈ K•∩Si+1, since all three morphisms above are fixed by Ψi+1. Thus
ϕ• restricts to a morphism ϕ′ ∈ MorLHi+1 (H
•∩Si+1, K
•∩Si+1). It follows that ϕ
• ∈ Mor(L•i+1).
This shows that Mor(L•i ) ⊆ Mor(L
•
i+1) and hence that L
•
i ⊆ L
•
i+1.
Finally, we have to show that L• =
⋃
i≥0 L
•
i . By [Gon3, Proposition 2.8 (i)], for any P ∈
Ob(L•) there is some M ∈ N such that (P ∩ Si)
• = P for all i ≥ M . Hence P ∩ Si ∈ Ob(LHi)
for all i ≥ M , and thus P ∈ Ob(L•i ) for all i ≥ M . By [Gon3, Proposition 2.8 (i) and (ii)], for
any ϕ ∈ MorL•(P,Q) there is some M ∈ N such that P,Q ∈ Ob(L
•
i ), and Ψi(ϕ) = ϕ for all
i ≥M . In particular, ϕ restricts to a morphism ϕi ∈ MorLHi (P ∩Si, Q∩Si), with ϕ
•
i = ϕ, and
thus ϕ ∈ Mor(L•i ) for all i ≥M . 
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Proposition 2.11. Let G = (S,F ,L) be a p-local compact group, let (P; {(LP , NP )}P∈P) be a
Robinson setup, and let G be the associated Robinson amalgam. Set T = T cS (G) for short, and
let T • ⊆ TS(G), and L
• ⊆ L be the full subcategories with object set Ob(F c) ∩ Ob(F•). By
abuse of notation let φ : T • → L̂ denote the restriction of the functor in Proposition 2.7. Then,
there is a functor
Φ: T • −→ L•,
that is the identity on objects and an epimorphism on morphism sets, and such that φ factors
as the composite
T •
Φ
// L•
incl
// L
proj
// L̂.
Proof. Let {(Si,Fi,Li)}i≥0 be an approximation of G by p-local finite groups associated to an
appropriate choice of an unstable Adams operation (ψ,Ψ) of degree ζ on G, as in Proposition
2.9. For each i ≥ 0, let LHi ⊆ Li and L
•
i ⊆ L
• be the subcategories defined in Lemma 2.10.
For each P ∈ P and each i ≥ 0, set Pi = P ∩ Si. Throughout this proof we will denote the
maximal torus of a discrete p-toral group H by TH , and if H = S the maximal torus will be
denoted by T .
We start with a few observations.
(a1) We may assume P •i = P , for each P ∈ P: By [Gon3, Proposition 2.8 (i)], for each
P ∈ P there is some MP ∈ N such that P
•
i = P for all i ≥MP . Since the set P is finite,
our assumption can be satisfied with an appropriate choice of the Adams operation
generating the approximation.
(a2) Pi ∈ Ob(Li): By (a1), P
•
i ∈ P, and P is contained in the object set of the category L˜
defined in (7). Thus, by definition of Li the subgroup Pi is an object of Li.
(a3) Since Si is the subgroup of fixed points by the automorphism ψ, it follows that Ti = T∩Si
is the subgroup of T consisting of all elements of exponent dividing pnp
i
, where pn is
the highest power of p dividing ζ − 1. More generally, for each H ≤ S, the intersection
TH ∩ Si is the subgroup of TH of all elements of exponent dividing p
npi.
As a consequence of (a1), (a2), and the definition of L•i , we may assume that
(10) P = {P0 = S, P1, . . . , Pk} ⊆ Ob(L
•
i )
for all i. Finally, for each P ∈ P, denote L(P ) = LP = AutL(P ) and N(P ) = NP , as in the
Robinson setup in the statement. Thus,
G = L(P0) ∗N(P1) L(P1) ∗N(P2) . . . ∗N(Pk) L(Pk).
Step 1. (Approximation of the group G) For each P ∈ P and each i ≥ 0, set Li(P ) = AutL•i (P )
and Ni(P ) = N(P ) ∩ Li(P ). Thus
L(P ) =
⋃
i≥0
Li(P ) and N(P ) =
⋃
i≥0
Ni(P ).
For i ≥ 0, define
Gi
def
= Li(P0) ∗Ni(P1) Li(P1) ∗Ni(P2) . . . ∗Ni(Pk) Li(Pk).
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Notice that we do not require NSi(P ) ∈ Sylp(Li(P )) for any P ∈ P or i ≥ 0, and thus we do not
require either that Si ∈ Sylp(Gi). However, there are distinguished inclusion homomorphisms
Si −→ Li(P0) −→ Gi,
and we identify Si with its image in Gi.
The relationship among the groups Gi and G is best described by thinking about them as
colimits. LetT = TP , and let (T,G) be the Robinson tree associated to the family P (Definition
2.4) an. For each i ≥ 0 one has analogous trees of groups (T,Gi), where Gi associates Li(Pj)
with vPj , Ni(Pj) with ePj and the respective inclusions with the morphisms in T. Then
G = GP ∼= colim
T
G, and Gi = colim
T
Gi.
There are obvious inclusion natural transformations Gi → Gi+1 for each i ≥ 0, and hence for
each i on has group homomorphisms
ωi : Gi → Gi+1, and σi : Gi → G.
By naturality of the colimit construction for each i ≥ 1, σi+1 ◦ ωi = σi. By commutation of
colimits it also follows at once that G = colimiGi. Notice also that
hocolim
T
|BGi| ≃ BGi, and hocolim
T
|BG| ≃ BG,
as in Lemma 2.1.
Step 2. (The categories T •i ) For each i, let T
•
i be the category with object set Ob(T
•
i ) =
Ob(L•i ), and with morphism sets
MorT •i (H,K) = σ
−1
i {NG(Hi, Ki) ∩NG(H,K)}
for all H,K ∈ Ob(T •i ). Composition of morphisms is given by multiplication in Gi. To
check that composition is well defined and associative, let H,K,N ∈ Ob(T •i ), and let g ∈
MorT •i (H,K) and h ∈ MorT •i (K,N). By definition, σi(g) ∈ NG(Hi, Ki) ∩ NG(H,K) and
σi(h) ∈ NG(Ki, Ni) ∩NG(K,N). Thus
σi(h · g) ∈ NG(Hi, Ni) ∩NG(H,N),
since σi is a homomorphism. Associativity follows from associativity of multiplication in Gi.
Step 3. (Functors T •i → T
•
i+1) Let H,K ∈ Ob(T
•
i ). We claim that for all i ≤ j,
NG(Hi, Ki) ∩NG(H,K) ⊆ NG(Hj , Kj) ∩NG(H,K).
Note that H = Hi ·TH and K = Ki ·TK , where TH and TK are the corresponding maximal tori.
Since Hi ≤ Hj and H
•
i = H (and similarly for Ki, Kj), it follows that
Hj = Hi · (TH ∩ Sj) and Kj = Ki · (TK ∩ Sj).
Let g ∈ NG(Hi, Ki) ∩NG(H,K). By definition, g ·Hi · g
−1 ≤ Ki and g ·H · g
−1 ≤ K. Thus, in
particular, g ·TH ·g
−1 ≤ TK . As a consequence of property (a3), one has g(TH∩Sj)g
−1 ≤ TK∩Sj .
Hence
g ·Hj · g
−1 = g ·Hi · (TH ∩ Sj) · g
−1 ≤ Ki · (TK ∩ Sj) = Kj ,
and so g ∈ NG(Hj, Kj) ∩NG(H,K).
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Define functors ω˜i : T
•
i → T
•
i+1 for all i ≥ 1. For each H ∈ Ob(T
•
i ) and each g ∈ Mor(T
•
i ),
set ω˜i(H) = H and ω˜i(g) = ωi(g). Note that if H
•
i = H then H
•
i+1 = H , so ω˜i is well defined
on objects. To check that it is well defined on morphisms, we have to show that
ω˜i(g) ∈ MorT •i+1(H,K)
def
= σ−1i+1{NG(Hi+1, Ki+1) ∩NG(H,K)}.
By Step 2, σi(g) ∈ NG(Hi, Ki)∩NG(H,K), and the claim follows from the previous paragraph
together with the relation σi+1 ◦ ωi = σi shown in Step 1.
Step 4. (Functors Φi : T
•
i → L
•
i ) By Lemma 2.10 (i) and (ii), there are homotopy equivalences
|L•i | ≃ |LHi| ≃ |Li|. The same argument as in the proof of Proposition 2.7 gives maps
Φi : BGi ≃ hocolim
T
|BGi| → |L
•
i |
∧
p ,
such that the triangles
BSi
δi
""❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
γi
||②②
②②
②②
②②
②
BGi
Φi
// |L•i |
∧
p
commute, for each i. In particular, the map Φi induces a functor
LHSi(γi)
∼= T HSi (Gi)
φi
−−−−−−−→ LHSi(δi),
as in (4) of Section 1.2.
The space |Li|
∧
p is the classifying space of a p-local finite group by [Gon3, Remark 2.4], and
it follows that
LHi (δi)
∼= LHi
∼= L•i .
Let THi ⊆ T
H
Si
(Gi) be the subcategory with object set H and with morphism sets
MorTHi (H ∩ Si, K ∩ Si) = σ
−1
i {NG(H ∩ Si, K ∩ Si) ∩NG(H,K)},
Then there is a 1–1 correspondence between the objects of T •i and those of THi , under which
the corresponding morphism sets coincide, so T •i
∼= THi . By abuse of notation, let Φi denote
the composite
T •i
∼= T Hi ⊆ T
H
Si
(Gi)
φi−−−−−→ LHi (δi)
∼= LHi
(−)•
−−−−−→ L•i .
By construction, the functor Φi is the identity on objects. Furthermore, the following square is
commutative for each i
(11) T •i
Φi
//
ω˜i

L•i
incl

T •i+1
Φi+1
// L•i+1
In addition, we claim that for any P ∈ P, there is an inclusion map AutL•i (P )
incl
−−→ AutT •i (P ),
such that the composition
(12) AutL•i (P )
incl
−−−−→ AutT •i (P )
Φi−−−−→ AutL•i (P )
is an automorphism. To see this, fix some P ∈ P. By definition, Li(P ) ≤ L(P ) ≤ NG(P ), and
Li(P ) = AutL•i (P ). Thus the isomorphism L
•
i
∼= LHi of Lemma 2.10 (i) implies, in particular,
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that the elements of AutL•i (P ) restrict to automorphisms in AutLHi (P ∩ Si). It follows that
Li(P ) ≤ NG(Pi), and thus that
Li(P ) ≤ NG(Pi) ∩NG(P ).
By definition AutT •i (P ) = σ
−1
i (NG(Pi) ∩NG(P )), and σi|Li(P ) is the identity. Hence we obtain
the inclusion
AutL•i (P )
incl
−−→ AutT •i (P ).
The claim that Φi ◦ incl is an automorphism follows at once.
Step 5. (The Functor Φ: T • → L•) Since G ∼= colimiGi, the following properties hold for each
H,K ∈ Ob(T •) and each g ∈ NG(H,K).
(a) There exists some Mg such that σ
−1
i (g) 6= ∅ for all i ≥Mg.
(b) Let σi,m : Gi → Gm denote the natural map. If g
′ ∈ σ−1i (g) and g
′′ ∈ σ−1j (g) (for some
i, j ≥Mg), then there exists some M ≥ i, j such that, for all m ≥ M ,
σi,m(g
′) = σj,m(g
′′) ∈ σ−1m (g).
Define Φ: T • −−−→ L• as the identity on objects. On morphisms, Φ(g) = (incl ◦ Φi)(g
′) for
some i ≥ Mg and some g
′ ∈ σ−1i (g). Properties (a) and (b) above, together with Diagram
(11), imply that Φ is well-defined. Furthermore, since P contains representatives of all the F -
conjugacy classes in L•, it follows by Statement (a) in Step 4 that Φ is surjective on morphism
sets. Finally, the factorisation
φ = proj ◦ incl ◦ Φ
follows by construction. 
We end this section with one more observation. For a p-local compact group G = (S,F ,L),
define the centre of G, Z(G), as
Z(G)
def
= lim←−
O(Fc)
ZF ,
where ZF : O(F
c)op −→ Ab is the functor that sends each P to its centre.
Proposition 2.12. Let G = (S,F ,L) be a p-local compact group, let (P; {(LP , NP )}P∈P) be a
Robinson setup, and let G be the associated Robinson amalgam. Then Z(G) = Z(G).
Proof. Write G = ((LS ∗N1 L1) ∗N2 . . .) ∗Nk Lk, let G0 = LS, and for j = 1, . . . , k let Gj ≤ G
be the amalgam over the first j + 1 factors. Similarly, let for j = 0, . . . , k, let Lj ⊆ L and
Oj ⊆ O(F
c) be the full subcategories with object sets {S = P0, P1
F , . . . , Pj
F}. For each j ≥ 0
define Zj
def
= lim←−
Oj
(ZF). We will show inductively that Z(Gj) = Zj . For j=0 this is clear.
By construction Zj ≤ Z(Gj), so it remain to prove the opposite inclusion. For j ≥ 1 write
Gj = Gj−1 ∗Nj Lj ,
and let z ∈ Z(Gj). There are two possibilities: either z ∈ Gj−1 or z /∈ Gj−1. We deal with each
of them separately.
(1) If z ∈ Gj−1, then z ∈ Zj−1 ≤ Z(S) by induction hypothesis, and Z(S) ≤ Nj since Pj is
F -centric. Notice also that z commutes with every element of Lj by assumption.
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(2) If z /∈ Gj−1, apply Robinson’s lemma [R, Lemma 1] with X = A = Gj−1, B = Lj and
C = Nj . Write z = a0b1a1 . . . bsasb∞, where a0 ∈ Gj−1, b∞ ∈ Lj , and for 1 ≤ i ≤ s,
ai ∈ Gj−1 \Nj , and bj ∈ Lj \Nj. The claim of Robinson’s lemma is that
〈Ga0j−1, G
a0b1
j−1 , . . . , G
a0b1···as
j−1 〉 ≤ Nj ,
which implies that Gj−1 = Nj , and so Gj = Lj. Thus z ∈ Z(Lj) ≤ Z(S), since S is centric
in Lj . Notice that in this case, Gj ≥ Li for all i ≤ j, so z ∈ Z(Li) for all i ≤ j.
In either case z commutes with Li for all i ≤ j, and since the elements of these subgroups
generate all morphisms in Oj , it follows that z ∈ Zj, as claimed. 
3. Automorphisms of p-local compact groups Robinson Amalgams
Throughout this section let G = (S,F ,L) be a fixed p-local compact group. Fix a Robin-
son setup (P; {(LP , NP )}P∈P), and let G denote the corresponding Robinson amalgam. The
following automorphism groups will appear throughout this section:
• AutItyp(L) ≤ Auttyp(L), the subgroup of inclusion preserving isotypical self equivalences
of L (Definition 1.11), and
• Aut(G, S) ≤ Aut(G), the subgroup of automorphisms of G that restrict to an automor-
phism of S.
We aim to construct a group homomorphism
Ω: Aut(G, S)→ Auttyp(L).
The following two lemmas are preliminary.
Lemma 3.1. Let H be a discrete group which admits a Sylow p-subgroup (See Definition 1.2)
S ≤ H. Then there is a an exact sequence
1 // Z(H) // NH(S) // Aut(H,S) // Out(H) // 1
Proof. Let α be any automorphism of H . Since S is a Sylow subgroup of H , it is unique up to
conjugacy. Hence there is some h ∈ H such that h · α(S) · h−1 = ch ◦ α(S) = S. This proves
exactness at Out(H). Exactness at Aut(H,S) follows from the observation that the image of
NH(S) in Aut(H,S) is exactly Aut(H,S) ∩ Inn(H). The rest is immediate. 
Lemma 3.2. Let H be a discrete group which admits a Sylow p-subgroup S ≤ H, and let
α ∈ Aut(H,S) be an automorphism. Then α induces an automorphism on TS(H), also denoted
by α. In particular, the restriction α|S preserves H-fusion among subgroups of S. Furthermore,
if F = FS(H), then the object sets Ob(F
cr), Ob(F c) and Ob(F•) are preserved by α.
Proof. Fix an element α ∈ Aut(H,S), let P,Q ≤ S be subgroups, and let h ∈ NH(P,Q) be
any element. Then α(h) ∈ NH(α(P ), α(Q)), and the first claim follows at once. In particular,
α ◦ ch ◦ α
−1 = cα(h), so α|S preserves H-fusion among subgroups of S, as claimed. Finally,
if F = FS(H), then for any P,Q ≤ S, HomF(P,Q) = HomH(P,Q). The last statement
follows. 
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Proposition 3.3. Let G = (S,F ,L) be a p-local compact group, let (P; {(LP , NP )}P∈P) be a
Robinson setup, and let G be the associated Robinson amalgam. There is a group homomorphism
Ω: Aut(G, S) −→ AutItyp(L) such that the following square
(13) BG
µ
//
Bα

BG
|Ω(α)|∧p

BG
µ
// BG
commutes up to homotopy, for each α ∈ Aut(G, S), where µ : BG → BG denotes the map
constructed in Proposition 2.7.
Proof. Let T = T cS (G), and let α ∈ Aut(G, S) be any element. By Lemma 3.2, α induces an
isotypical self equivalence of T • ⊆ T , which we also denote by α.
Let Φ: T • → L• be the functor in Proposition 2.11. Let P ∈ Ob(L•) = Ob(T •), and let
K(P )
def
= Ker(ΦP : AutT •(P )→ AutL•(P )).
By construction, and since both AutT •(P ) and AutL•(P ) surject onto AutF (P ), it follows that
there is a short exact sequence,
1→ K(P ) −→ CG(P ) −→ Z(P )→ 1.
Since α preserves S, α(P ) ≤ S, and so the restrictions of α to CG(P ) and Z(P ) define
isomorphisms to CG(α(P )) and Z(α(P )) respectively. Thus the restriction of α to K(P ) maps
it to K(α(P )) and the diagram
1 // K(P ) //

CG(P ) //
α

Z(P ) //
α

1
1 // K(α(P )) // CG(α(P )) // Z(α(P )) // 1
Commutes. Furthermore, for each P,Q ∈ Ob(L•), α induces a bijection
αP,Q : NG(P,Q)→ NG(α(P ), α(Q)).
Thus α induces a bijection
αP,Q : MorL•(P,Q) = NG(P,Q)/K(P )→ NG(α(P ), α(Q))/K(α(P )) = MorL•(α(P ), α(Q)).
Since α(K(P )) = K(α(P )) for all P ∈ L•, and since the restriction of α to S preserves S-
transporter sets, α induces an isotypical self equivalence α• of L•. By Proposition 1.13, there
is a unique extension of α• to an isotypical self equivalence Ω(α) of L, which in particular
preserves TS(S), and hence is an inclusion preserving self equivalence.
The construction of α• (and thus also of Ω(α)) is clearly compatible with compositions of
automorphisms in Aut(G, S), which shows that
Ω: Aut(G, S)→ AutItyp(L)
is a group homomorphism.
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To finish the proof it suffices to show that the diagram
BG
µ̂
//
Bα

|T •|
|Φ|
//
|α|

|L•|
|Ω(α)|

BG
µ̂
// |T •|
|Φ|
// |L•|
commutes up to homotopy, where µ̂ is the map constructed in Corollary 2.8. But the left square
commutes by naturally of the construction of µ̂ (see Proposition 2.7 and Corollary 2.8), and
the right square strictly commutes by construction. 
Proposition 3.4. The homomorphism Ω induces a homomorphism ω : Out(G)→ Outtyp(L).
Proof. By Lemma 1.12(c), Outtyp(L) = Aut
I
typ(L)/AutL(S). If g ∈ NG(S) is any element, and
cg ∈ Aut(G, S) is the corresponding inner automorphism, then by definition Ω(cg) ∈ Aut
I
typ(L)
is the equivalence induced by conjugation by [g] ∈ NG(S)/K(S) = AutL(S). Hence Ω induces
the homomorphism ω as claimed. 
Next, we show that if P is a complete fusion controlling family, then every inclusion pre-
serving isotypical self equivalence of L gives rise to an automorphism of G = GP . While this
construction does not produce a homomorphism AutItyp(L) → Aut(G), it does induce a right
inverse for ω.
Lemma 3.5. Let G = (S,F ,L) be a p-local compact group, and let P = {S = P0, . . . , Pk}
be a complete fusion controlling family for F . Then, for each Ψ ∈ AutItyp(L), the collection
Ψ(P) = {Ψ(P0), . . . ,Ψ(Pk)} is a complete fusion controlling family. Furthermore, there is a
group homomorphism υ : Outtyp(L)→ Σk, defined by the relation
Pυ(Ψ)(i) ∈ Ψ(Pi)
NF (S) 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
Proof. Any two complete fusion controlling families for F must have the same (finite) car-
dinality. Since Ψ is fusion preserving, it carries F -centric, F -radical subgroups to F -centric,
F -radical subgroups. Hence it is enough to show that if P,Q ∈ P, and Ψ(P ) is NF (S)-conjugate
to Ψ(Q), then P is NF(S)-conjugate to Q. Let f : Ψ(P )→ Ψ(Q) be an isomorphism in NF(S).
Since Ψ is F -fusion preserving, it is also NF(S)-fusion preserving, and hence the same applies
to Ψ−1. This Ψ−1 ◦ f ◦Ψ: P → Q is an isomorphism in NF(S), so P is NF(S)-conjugate to Q,
contradicting completeness of P.
It follows that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, Ψ(Pi) is NF (S)-conjugate to a unique Pj ∈ P, for some
j ≥ 1. In other words, Ψ permutes the set of indices {1, 2, . . . , k} associated to the NF (S)-
conjugacy classes of the members of P, and thus defines an element of Σk. This correspondence
is clearly multiplicative, and hence defines a homomorphism
υ′ : AutItyp(L)→ Σk.
If Ψ is induced by conjugation by an element of AutL(S), then it clearly acts trivially on NF(S)
conjugacy classes of subgroups of S. Hence υ′ induces a homomorphism
υ : Outtyp(L)→ Σk
as claimed. 
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Lemma 3.6. Let P = {P0 = S, P1, . . . , Pk} be a complete fusion controlling family for F ,
and let LP ⊆ L
• be the full subcategory with object set P. If Ψ,Ψ′ ∈ AutItyp(L) are such that
Ψ|LP = Ψ
′|LP , then Ψ = Ψ
′.
Proof. Since AutItyp(L) is a group, it suffices to show that if Ψ ∈ Aut
I
typ(L) restricts to the
identity transformation on LP , then it is the identity on L.
Fix an automorphism Ψ ∈ AutItyp(L) such that Ψ|LP is the identity functor. Since P0 = S, Ψ
restricted to AutLP (S) = AutL(S) is the identity homomorphism. In particular Ψ|S = 1S, and
hence Ψ(P ) = P for each P ∈ L. Let P ≤ S be any F -centric, F -radical subgroup, and let
Pi ∈ P be the unique representative of the NF(S)-conjugacy class of P . Let [ϕ] : Pi → P be an
isomorphism in NF (S). By definition of the normaliser fusion system, there is an automorphism
[ϕ˜] ∈ AutF(S) such that [ϕ˜]|Pi = ϕ. Let ϕ ∈ IsoL(Pi, P ) and ϕ˜ ∈ AutL(S) be arbitrary lifts of
ϕ and ϕ˜ respectively. Let ιP and ιPi denote the inclusions in L of P and Pi in S. Then there
exist some z ∈ Z(Pi) such that
ιP ◦ ϕ = ϕ˜ ◦ ιPi ◦ ẑ.
Applying Ψ, which respects inclusions in L, and which restricts to the identity on AutL(S), we
obtain
ιP ◦Ψ(ϕ) = ϕ˜ ◦ ιPi ◦ ẑ = ιP ◦ ϕ.
Since ιP is a monomorphism Ψ(ϕ) = ϕ. Since both [ϕ] and its lift ϕ were chose arbitrarily, this
shows that Ψ restricts to the identity on the set IsoL(Pi, P ). Furthermore, any ϕ ∈ IsoL(Pi, P )
induces an isomorphism
cϕ : AutL(Pi)→ AutL(P )
by taking an automorphism γ of Pi to ϕ ◦ γ ◦ ϕ
−1. Since Ψ restricts to the identity map on
AutL(Pi), it follows that its restriction to AutL(P ) is the identity map. Hence Ψ restricts to
the identity map on all automorphism groups of F -centric, F -radical subgroups P ≤ S. As an
immediate consequence of Alperin’s fusion theorem [BLO3, Theorem 3.6], it now follows that
Ψ is the identity functor on L. 
Proposition 3.7. Let G = (S,F ,L) be a p-local compact group, let (P; {(LP , NP )}P∈P) be a
Robinson setup, where P is a complete fusion controlling family for F , and let G be be the
corresponding Robinson amalgam. There is a group homomorphism
γ : Outtyp(L) −−−−→ Out(G)
such that ω ◦ γ = Id on Outtyp(L), where ω : Out(G) → Outtyp(L) is the homomorphism in
Proposition 3.4. In particular, ω : Out(G)→ Outtyp(L) is surjective.
Proof. Let P = {P0 = S, P1, . . . , Pk}, and for each i = 1, . . . , k write Li = AutL(Pi) and
Ni = AutL(Pi < S) for short. Fix Ψ ∈ Aut
I
typ(L), and let α ∈ Σk denote υ(Ψ), where υ is
the homomorphism defined in Lemma 3.5. For each 0 ≤ i ≤ k, set P ′i = Pα(i), L
′
i
def
= Lα(i) and
N ′i = Nα(i). Let G0 = G
′
0 = L0, and for i = 0, . . . , k − 1 let
Gi+1 = Gi ∗Ni+1 Li+1 and G
′
i+1 = G
′
i ∗N ′i+1 L
′
i+1.
Notice that G = Gk = G
′
k.
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Step 1. (Definition of γ) Let Ψ0 = Ψ. Since Ψ0 is an isotypical equivalence, it restricts to
an automorphism of L0 and of S E L0. Assume by induction that we have defined, for each
0 ≤ i ≤ j < k, an isotypical equivalence Ψi ∈ Aut
I
typ(L), such that for each 0 < i < j,
(a) Ψi = cxi ◦Ψi−1, for some xi ∈ L0, such that Ψi−1(Pi) = x
−1
i P
′
ixi,
(b) υ([Ψi]) = α, where [Ψi] ∈ Outtyp(L) denote the class of Ψi modulo the conjugation action
of L0, and
(c) Ψi(L0) = L0, and its restriction to Li and Ni renders the following diagram commutative:
L0
Ψi

Ni
incl
oo
incl
//
Ψi

Li
Ψi

L0 N
′
i
incl
oo incl // L′i
Since P is complete, and since υ(Ψj−1) = α, there exists some xj ∈ L0, such that
Ψj−1(Pj) = x
−1
j P
′
jxj .
Define Ψj
def
= cxj ◦ Ψj−1. Conditions a) and b) above are satisfied automatically. Also Ψj
is clearly an isotypical equivalence of L, and hence it restricts to an automorphism of L0, of
S E L0. Since Ψj(Pj) = P
′
j, its restriction to Lj maps it isomorphically to L
′
j , and since Ψj
respects inclusions, its restriction to Nj maps is isomorphically to N
′
j , so that the corresponding
diagram in Condition c) commutes.
We have now obtained isotypical equivalences Ψi ∈ Aut
I
typ(L) for i = 0 . . . k, each of which
satisfying the corresponding set of conditions of the form (a), (b) and (c) above. Notice that
Ψ0 can be regarded as an isomorphism Ψ˜0 : G0 → G
′
0, and the diagram in Condition (c) shows
that Ψi induces an isomorphism Ψ˜i : Gi → G
′
i for each i. Thus in particular Ψk induces an
automorphism of Gk = G
′
k = G. Notice that Ψk = cx ◦ Ψ, where x = xk · xk−1 · · ·x1 ∈ L0 is
the product of the elements chosen in our inductive construction of the Ψi. Hence Ψk and Ψ
represent the same class in Outtyp(L). Define γ([Ψ]) to be the class of Ψ˜k in Out(G). Then γ
is clearly a well defined function, since by construction is sends conjugation by an element of
L0 to an inner automorphism of G.
Step 2. (Invariance under permutations) We claim that γ is invariant under any permutation
of the subgroups Pi, i = 1 . . . k. Let σ ∈ Σk be an arbitrary permutation. Clearly writing P as
{P0 = S, Pσ(1), . . . , Pσ(k)} does not change any of its properties. Performing the construction
of γ as in Step 1 with respect to this permuted ordering, one obtains Ψ′k = cy ◦ Ψ, where
y = yk · · · y1, for appropriate elements yj ∈ L0. Consequently Ψk constructed in Step 1 and Ψ
′
k
differ by conjugation by an element of L0, and hence Ψ˜k and Ψ˜
′
k represent the same class in
Out(G), proving our claim.
Step 3. (γ is a right inverse for ω) Let Ψ ∈ AutItyp(L) represent a class [Ψ] ∈ Outtyp(L). Let
x ∈ L0, Ψk = cx ◦Ψ and Ψ˜k ∈ Aut(G) be as in the definition of γ. By construction of Ψ˜k, the
following holds for each i = 0, . . . , k.
(1) Ψ˜k(Pi) = Ψk(Pi) = (cx ◦Ψ)(Pi).
(2) Li ≤ NG(Pi) = AutT •(Pi), and for each ϕ ∈ Li we have Ψ˜k(ϕ) = Ψk(ϕ) = (cx ◦Ψ)(ϕ).
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In other words, if LP ⊆ L denotes the full subcategory with object set P, then
Ω(Ψ˜k)|LP = (Ψk)|LP ,
where Ω: Aut(G, S)→ AutItyp(L) is the group homomorphism in Proposition 3.3.
Since P is complete, it follows by Lemma 3.6 that Ψk = Ω(Ψ˜k). Since Ψk = cx ◦ Ψ, we have
(ω ◦ γ)([Ψ]) = [Ψk] = [Ψ]. In particular it follows that ω is an epimorphism.
Step 4. (γ is a homomorphism) Let Ψ,Ψ′ ∈ AutItyp(L) represent the classes [Ψ], [Ψ
′] ∈
Outtyp(L) respectively, and set Φ = Ψ
′ ◦Ψ. Thus [Φ] = [Ψ′] · [Ψ]. We show now that
γ([Φ]) = γ([Ψ′]) · γ([Ψ]),
thus proving that γ is a homomorphism.
Perform the construction of Ψi and Ψ
′
i, 0 ≤ i ≤ k, as described in Step 1, with respect to
the original ordering on P. Let α = υ([Ψ]) ∈ Σk, and for each 0 ≤ i ≤ k let Ψ
′α
i denote the
i-th step in the construction in Step 1 with respect to Ψ′ and the ordering on P defined by
the permutation α. Let β = υ([Ψ′]) ∈ Σk, and let σ = β · α = υ([Φ]). We claim that for each
0 ≤ i ≤ k, the automorphisms Φi can be constructed, with respect to the original ordering on
P, to satisfy the identity Ψ′αi ◦Ψi = Φi.
For i = 0 the claim is obvious. Thus assume by induction that for all i < j ≤ k we
have constructed Φi such that Ψ
′α
i ◦ Ψi = Φi. We construct Φj and show that it satisfies
the corresponding identity. By construction Ψj = cxj ◦ Ψj−1, where xj ∈ L0 is such that
Ψj−1(Pj) = x
−1
j Pα(j)xj . Similarly Ψ
′α
j = cyj ◦ Ψ
′α
j−1, for some yj ∈ L0 such that Ψ
′α
j−1(Pα(j)) =
y−1j Pβα(j)yj = y
−1
j Pσ(j)yj. Hence
Ψ′αj ◦Ψj = cyj ◦Ψ
′α
j−1 ◦ cxj ◦Ψj−1 = cyj ◦ cΨ′αj−1(xj) ◦Ψj−1 ◦Ψ
′α
j−1 = cyj ·Ψ′αj−1(xj) ◦ Φj−1.
Notice that
(yj ·Ψ
′α
j−1(xj))
−1 · Pσ(j) · yj ·Ψ
′α
j−1(xj) = Ψ
′α
j−1(xj)
−1 · y−1j · Pσ(j) · yj ·Ψ
′α
j−1(xj) =
Ψ′αj−1(xj)
−1 ·Ψ′αj−1(Pα(j)) ·Ψ
′α
j−1(xj) = Ψ
′α
j−1(x
−1
j · Pα(j) · xj) = Ψ
′α
j−1 ◦Ψj−1(Pj).
Let zj
def
= yj ·Ψ
′α
j−1(xj) ∈ L0. Then, by Step 1, Φj
def
= czj ◦Φj−1 satisfies the required properties,
as well as the identity
Ψ′αj ◦Ψj = czj ◦ Φj−1 = Φj .
Since this identity has now been shown to hold for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k, it follows that Ψ′αk ◦Ψk = Φk.
Hence the induced homomorphisms on G satisfy Ψ˜′αk ◦ Ψ˜k = Φ˜k. By Step 2, Ψ˜
′α
k represents the
class γ([Ψ′]) ∈ Out(G). Hence our claim follows. 
Propositions 3.4 and 3.7 complete the proof of the main statement of Theorem A. As a
corollary of the proof, we obtain Part (i) of Theorem A.
Corollary 3.8. With the hypotheses of Proposition 3.7, for each Ψ ∈ AutItyp(L) there exist a
group homomorphism Ψ′ ∈ Aut(G, S) and an isotypical equivalence Ω(Ψ′) ∈ AutItyp(L) such
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that Ω(Ψ′) is naturally isomorphic to Ψ and such that the following square commutes up to
homotopy
BG
µ
//
Ψ′

BG
|Ω(Ψ′)|∧p

BG
µ
// BG
Proof. This follows at once from Step 3 in the proof of Proposition 3.7. 
Corollary 3.9. There is a commutative diagram of exact sequences
1 // Z(G)
∼=

// NG(S) //


Aut(G, S) //


Out(G) //


1
1 // Z(G) // AutL(S) // Aut
I
typ(L) // Outtyp(L) // 1
Proof. Commutativity follows by construction of the maps involved. The isomorphism in the
first square follows from Corollary 2.12. 
We end with a description of the kernel of ω : Out(G)→ Outtyp(L), as stated in Part (ii) of
Theorem A.
Proposition 3.10. Let Aut(G, 1S) ≤ Aut(G) denote the subgroup of all automorphisms which
restrict to the identity on S, and let Out(G, 1S) denote the quotient by the subgroup of inner
automorphisms of G induced by conjugation by elements of CG(S). Then there is a short exact
sequence
1→ Ker(ω)→ Out(G, 1S)→ lim←−
1
O(Fc)
Z/Z0 → 1.
In particular if p is an odd prime then Ker(ω) ∼= Out(G, 1S).
Proof. Let ϕ be an automorphism of G which restricts to an automorphism of S. Then ϕ|S is
clearly fusion preserving. Hence we obtain a map ω̂ : Aut(G, S)→ Autfus(S), and a commuta-
tive diagram with exact rows an columns:
CG(S)/Z(G) // //


NG(S)/Z(G) // //


AutF(S)


Aut(G, 1S) // //


Aut(G, S)
ω̂
// //


Autfus(S)


Out(G, 1S) // // Out(G)
ω¯
// // Outfus(S)
By construction of ω, the map ω¯ factors as the composite
Out(G)
ω
−→ Outtyp(L)→ Outfus(S).
Hence the statement follows from [BLO3, Proposition 7.2] and the snake lemma. The conclusion
for odd primes follows from [LL]. 
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4. A particular case and some examples
Some Robinson amalgams, especially those where a small number of groups is involved, are
exceptionally well behaved, namely the centric transporter category associated to the amalgam
turns out to be isomorphic to the centric linking system associated to the fusion system realised
by it. We recall the concept of a Libman-Seeliger setup (P; {(LP , NP )}P∈P) for the Robinson
amalgam, i.e., a setup where the groups NP are of the form AutL(S, P ) for each P ∈ P. We
restate Proposition B as
Proposition 4.1. Let G = (S,F ,L) be a p-local compact group, let (P; {(LP , NP )}P∈P) be
a Libman-Seeliger setup, where P is a complete fusion controlling family for F , and let G
be be the corresponding Robinson amalgam. Suppose in addition that T cS (G)
∼= L. Then the
homomorphisms
Ω: Aut(G, S) −→ AutItyp(L) and ω : Out(G) −→ Outtyp(L),
of Propositions 3.3 and 3.4 respectively, are isomorphisms.
Proving the proposition requires some preparation. Fix a p-local compact group G and a
Robinson setup with a fusion controlling family P (not necessarily complete), and let G be the
associated Robinson amalgam. Let T • be the transporter category associated to G with object
set
Ob(T •) = Ob(L•).
For every P,Q ∈ Ob(T •), the following holds.
(a) NS(P,Q) is naturally a subset in MorT •(P,Q).
(b) If P ≤ Q, then the identity element of G is by definition an element in MorT •(P,Q), which
we denote by ιP,Q.
We define AutItyp(T
•) to be the group of self equivalences Φ of T • such that Φ(NS(P,Q)) ⊆
NS(Φ(P ),Φ(Q)) for all P,Q ∈ Ob(T
•), and such that Φ(ιP,Q) = ιΦ(P ),Φ(Q) whenever P ≤ Q.
Finally, we denote by Outtyp(T
•) the group of equivalence classes in AutItyp(T
•) under natural
isomorphism.
Lemma 4.2. There are group homomorphisms
Ωa : Aut(G, S)→ Aut
I
typ(T
•) and Ωb : Aut
I
typ(T
•)→ AutItyp(L)
such that the homomorphism Ω: Aut(G, S)→ AutItyp(L) in Proposition 3.3 factors as Ωb ◦Ωa.
Furthermore, Ωa is a group monomorphism.
Proof. The homomorphisms Ωa and Ωb are already described in the proof of Proposition 3.3,
and the details of the factorisation of Ω are left to the reader. To check that Ωa is injective, set
as usual P = {P0 = S, . . . , Pk}, and G = L0 ∗N1 L1 ∗N2 . . . ∗Nk Lk. Then we have
Li ≤ AutT •(Pi) i = 0, . . . , k,
and injectivity follows since L0 ∪ . . . ∪ Lk is a set of generators of G. 
Lemma 4.3. Two elements in AutItyp(T
•) are naturally isomorphic if and only if they differ
by conjugation by an element of AutT •(S) = NG(S).
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Proof. This is immediate (compare this to the proof of [AOV, Lemma 1.14]). 
Lemma 4.4. The group homomorphisms Ωa and Ωb in Lemma 4.2 induce group homomor-
phisms ωa : Out(G) → Outtyp(T
•) and ωb : Outtyp(T
•) → Outtyp(L) that factorize the group
homomorphism ω in Proposition 3.4. Furthermore, ωa is a group monomorphism.
Proof. The proof of the first part of the statement is essentially identical to the proof of Propo-
sition 3.4. The injectivity of ωa follows from Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3: if [φ] ∈ Out(G) is such that
ωa[φ] = 1, then we have Ωa(φ) = cg, for some g ∈ NG(S). The injectivity of Ωa implies that
φ = cg, and thus [φ] = 1. 
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Suppose that T cS (G)
∼= L. Then in particular T • ∼= L•, where T • ⊆
T cS (G) is the full subcategory with object set Ob(T
•) = Ob(L•). It follows in this case that both
Ωb and ωb are group isomorphisms, and hence ω is both injective (by Lemma 4.4) and surjective
(by Proposition 3.7). The isomorphism Aut(G, S) ∼= AutItyp(L) follows from the commutative
diagram of Corollary 3.9. 
We end this section some examples of p-local finite groups to which Proposition 4.1 applies.
To this purpose, we first present a slight generalisation of a result of Libman [L].
Proposition 4.5. Let G = (S,F ,L) be a p-local compact group with Z(S) ∼= Z/p, and let
P = {P0 = S, P1, . . . , Pk} be a complete fusion controlling family. Let G be the Robinson
amalgam associated with a Libman-Seeliger setup for P. Suppose that the following holds for
each P ∈ P.
(i) NP = NLP (Z(S)).
(ii) NS(P ) is nonabelian and NP = NLP (NS(P )).
(iii) P has index p in NS(P ).
(iv) LP induces a transitive action on P/Φ(P ), where Φ(P ) is the Frattini subgroup of P .
Then, NG(P ) = AutL(P ) for all P ∈ F
c.
Proof. Note that NS(P ) E NP for all P ∈ P, since NP ≤ AutL(S), and S E AutL(S). Also,
since P is fully normalised for all P ∈ P, the subgroup NS(P ) is a Sylow p-subgroup of both
NP and LP . Furthermore, since P ∈ P is centric, it must contain Z(S). The statement follows
from [L, Proposition 8.4 (c) and Proposition 8.11], with minor modifications. 
In particular under the hypotheses of Proposition 4.5, one has the required equivalence L ∼=
T cS (G) in Proposition 4.1. The following is a non-exhaustive list of p-local compact groups
satisfying the conditions of Proposition Proposition 4.5.
Corollary 4.6. The following p-local compact groups satisfy the conditions of 4.5.
(i) The 2-local finite groups associated to the groups PGL2(q), where q is some power of an
odd prime (such that the 2-Sylow subgroups are dihedral of order at least 16).
(ii) The 2-local compact groups associated to the compact Lie groups SO(3) and SU(2).
(iii) The exotic 3-local finite groups of [DRV].
(iv) The exotic 7-local finite groups of [RV].
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Proof. The 2-local finite group associated to PGL2(q) is (isomorphic to) the 2-local finite group
associated to PSL2(q)⋊Z/2, where Z/2 is the factor of Out(PSL2(q)) generated by the “diago-
nal” automorphism (see [BLO1, Lemma 7.7] for further detail). Regarding the 2-local compact
groups associated to SO(3) and SU(2), the reader is referred to [Gon2, Examples 3.7 and 3.8]
for full detail. In the remaining two cases details can be found in the given references. 
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